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In order to obtain the basic soil information required for estin~ting

conservation needs in each county or Soil Conservation district

in the

u.s.,

it \vas decided to use area sampling procedures in those

counties where little or no soils mapping had been carried out.

Where

more extensive soils information is available as the re:Jul t of a soils
mapping program of the Soil Conservation Service, attenrpts will be made
to combine these data with the estimates from the sampling procedure.
In those counties where complete soils information is available this
-vrill be used as it stands.

Samples will be dra\m in these counties,

however, and used to measure changes in land use either at the present
time or at some future date ..
The Biometrics Unit ·t-ras given the responsibility under a joint
agreement with the

u.s.D.A.

of working with State Soil Conservation

officials in drawing samples for the thirteen northeastern states.

The

sample was drawn in the form of t\vO independent s ubsa.mples, one to be
mapped and measured in the current program, the other to be mapped and
measured subsequently if time and resources allow.
Stratification
In all states but one (New Jersey) counties 't>Tere stratified ind.ependently, the basis for stratification within each county being either a
grid of compact land areas initially formed from the county, or an
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initial division of each county into land resource areas (L.R.A.'s)
follovred by a division of each land resource area into compact land areas.
The size of the resulting strata was in either case dependent upon the
sampling rate, each stratum being of such a size that when two sampling
units (one from each subsample) were drawn from it the designated overall sampling rate for the county or L.R.A. was approximately achieved.
Thus if a 4t1~ sample in the form of two 2vfo subsamples vras designated
for a county that county was divided into compact bloc1"s of 49 sampling
U..Yli ts each and two sampling units were then drawn (vli thout replacement)
fran each stratum.

Since a county or L.R.A. will rarely divide into

strata all of equal size, one or more strata ·VTere either slightly
greater or slightly less than the required size.

This under-or-over

representation of these strata can be compensated for by correct weighting of the estimates from these strata.
Most states specified that stratification be carried out by L.R.A.
for all counties within the state.

Certain counties in New York, Penn-

sylvania, and West Virginia were stratified on a straight grid basis
ignoring L.R.A. separations since the State Soil Scientists for these
states did not believe that there was significant enough differentiation
in soil conditions betweel L.R.A.'s to make their use as strata boWldaries worthwhile.

In some cases counties were partially stratified by

L.R.A. and partially by a straight grid system.
In New Jersey, the state was initially divided into L.R .A. 's and
the L.R.A.'s further stratified into compact blocks, care being taken
not to carry strata across county lines.

Here the sampling rate was

I

-:;-

varied uith the size and agricultural importance (as determined by
the State Soil Scientist) of each L.R.A.

Estimate~

will be expanded

on to L.R.A. totals and county totals ,.,ill be obtained for each soil
separation by apportioning the acreage for each soil separation from
each L,R.A. compricing the county in proportion to the amount of the
L.R.A. occupied by the county.

For example, if a county 'VTaG composed

of t\-TO L.R.A. 's and the county occupied one half of one L.R.A. and
one third of the other, then given estimates x 1 and x2 of soil separation x from the 1~··t and 2nd L.R.A.'s, the com1ty estimate of x would
b

1 .

1

e 2x1 +3x2 •

Sampling Rate
It vras decided that a :.:;ampling rate of approJ~imately 2% \-rould give
estimates of adequate precision for most soils information needed \-then
the estimates were to be applied to a land area of bet·vTeen 300 1 000 and
500,000 acres.

(The mean county size in the thirteen northeastern states

is approximately

4oo,ooo

acres.) Thus, most counties in the survey were

stratified into compact blocks of 4900 acres each and. tuo separate sub•
samples of

2%

each were drawn from each county.

In the forest and

mountainous areas of New Ha.mpGhire, Ne\1 York and Vermont a reduced
sampling rate of

1/2%

was used because of the size of these. land areas

and because, due to the small

a~·icultural

importance of the areas, of

a lesser need for detailed soil information.
unit of 100 acres was used in the above areas.

'l'he stanclard sized sampling
In the forest area of

l'!iaine a larger sized unit 'IoTas used and to compensate for the lesser

'
.-4..
precision of estimates based upon larger sized units the sampling rate
was raised from 1/2% for each subsample to

.8%

for each subsample.

In

New Jersey where the sampling was done by L.R.A. the sampling rate
varied with both the size of L.R.A. and the agricultural importance of
the L.R.A.

Sampling rates vary from

.3%

for a large L.R.A. of little

agricultural importance to 17% for a small L.R.Ao of standard importance.
(A short appendix to this report gives the rationale :t'o. : choosing
sampling rates for different sized land areaso)
~

.2f Sampling

~

On the basis of a pilot study carried out by the Biometrics Unit
it was determined that a sample unit of 100 acres would give close to
optimum precision under c.onditions and costs of ·soils mapping currently
found in representative counties in the,Ndrtheastern states.

In L.R.A.B3a in Maine, a

one instance was a different sized unit us·ed,
unit of 4oo acres

(appro~~imately

In only

one day's vrork) was used since there

are few roads in this area and travel costs in such rugged terrain
.1-rould be considerably higher than average.
Mechanics of Drawing

~

Sample

The first step in the sampling procedure was to spread out a
county higbw·ay map or aerial photo index and to place over it an over•
lay of thin paper marked off in square centimeters.
the scale 1": 1 mile, 1 sq. em.
scale 1 11 :62, 500~ 1 sq. em·,

= 99.2025

= 96.528i

acres,

acres.

On maps that have

On maps that have the

Thus, the square centi-

meter was used to approximate the sample unit for these.

(On maps with

-5scale 1" :2 miles, one-fourth square centimeter equals 99.2025 acres.)
Later, in transferring sample units to aerial photos, plastic templates
vrere used to adju::>t the size of the sampling unit to 100 acres, according to the scale of the aerial photo.
The outline of the county was drawn on the graph paper overlay,
then another line "ra.s drawn along the county boundary, following the
edges of the square centimeters.

A block vras excluded if less than half

of it was covered by county terri tory and included

L.'

more than half of

it was covered by county territory.
In most cases the county vTas divided into strata of 49 sampling
units.

Different sized strata were used for forest land in Maine, New

Hampshire, New York anli Vermont and for each land resoUl·ce area in New
Jersey, according to the sampling rates determined.
numbered.

The strata were

An A and a B sample unit were selected in each stratum by

use of a random number table,

By counting the squares within each

stratum in serpentine fashion these numbers designated certain squares
for the A and B samples.

These units were transferred to the county

map by placing red carbon paper between the overlay and the map and
outlining the sample blocks on the overlay.

Each unit 'VTas labeled

according to its stratum number and sample letter.
Before this present procedure was adopted, a straight line grid
was used, dividing the county into square strata of 49
by use of a plastic overlay.

100 acre blocks

Incomplete strata at the county edge were

combined to form strata of approximately the same size, wherever possible.

-6In the beginning no attention was paid to exclusion of any water
areas falling entirely within a county; estimates of the county under
water vrere to be prepared from the sample acreage.

This procedure has

since been revised, though not before causing soil scientists some mental
anguish by presenting them ui th sample plots in the middle of lakes or
wide rivers.
The revised method is to exclude certain

~,rater

areas before drawing

the sample, so that the acreage sampled will approximate the Census
Bureau figures for county land acreage.

These figures exclude any

acreage in ponds and lakes of more than 40 acres in extent, streams
more than one-eighth mile in width, coastal vaters, tidal flats belovr
mean high tide or islands of less than 40 acres in any of the abovementioned bodies of water.

The figures do include as land acreage the

acreage of bodies of v1ater smaller than those mentioned above.

In

actual office practice, the procedure \vas to exclude a square centimeter from acreage sampled if more than half of it was covered by vrater
of the category to be excluded.
Because of this procedure of approximating county boundaries and
vrater boundaries when drawing the sample, sample units occasionally fell
j;lartially outside of county boundaries or partially in large bodies of
water.

The question was raised as to whether it was permissible to move

those sampling units.

A memorandum from J. E. Dmvd stated as follovrs:

"From a s ta tis tical vievrpoint it make's no difference if some units
lie partially outside of the county.

From the point of view of the soil

-7scientist mapping or checking the soils in that county it might cause
some inconvenience to have to map soils falling outside the county
line.

If this is the case it is permissable to move the sampling units

in such a way that they fall just inside the county boundary.
"Instructions with respect to water areas are as follows:

all

rivers or streams greater than one-eighth mile in width and all ponds
or lakes greater than forty acres in area are to be excluded from the
area vi thin each county to be sampled.
"Thus if less than half the area of a sampling unit falls in a
body of water of the above category it should be moved until it is
entirely on land within the county.

If, on the other hand, more than

one-half the area of the sampling unit falls in a body of water of the
above category it should be excluded entirely from the sample.

If this

exclusion is made, the Biometrics Unit should be notified, designating
the county and the sampling unit 'vhich has been excluded."
Bodies of water smaller than those excluded ,.,ill be reported as
they occur in the sample acreage, serving as a basis for estimates of
total acreage of such bodie3 of water.
~Resource~

In some states, and in some groups of counties within states, lines
were drawn on the county highway maps dividing the county into land
resource areas.

A land resource area (sometimes called problem area)

is a geographic area of land characterized by patterns of soils· (including slope and erosion), climate, water

~esources,

land use, and type

-8of farming.
These areas may be continuous or divided into separate segments.
Hhere land resource arean were deemed of importance, counties were
divided by lines along edges of 1and resource areas, then the land
resource areas were divided into strata of the desired number of blocks.
Most strata were composed of 49 blocks.
had strata

Some areas, primarily forest land,

large enough to permit the use of a reduced oarnpling rate

and still give adequate representation of the area.

In L.R.A,B3a in

Maine (Hhite Mountains and Maine Woods) strata ,.,ere of 50,000 acres
each from which tvro 4oo acre sampling units -r,.rere drawn giving two subnamples of .8ojo each.
Mountai~

In L.R.A.B3a .in Vermont and New Hampshi1·e (\·lhi te

and in L.R.A.B3bl in New York (Adirondack Mountains) strata

vrere of 19,600 acres from \-Ihich tw·o_ :100 acre sampling units were chosen,
giving two sub3amples of

.5%

each.

o~mership

According to Secretary Benson's original memorandum, May 10, 1956,
"Data will be developed separately for privately mmed and publicly
o\-rned land.

The Soil Conservation Service will be responsible for col-

lecting basic physical data on soil and water on non-federally owned
lands."

Later it -vras decided that the oample should be drawn with no

consideration given to ownership of laud, even though not expecting all
the plots to be mapped subsequently.

Samples falling on military reser-

vations or within large blocks of natural forest Will not be mapped at this
time.

-9In New York the State Soil Scientist directed: "In cases where we
are not permitted to get onto a reservation (this may be the case in
some military installations) to map a sample, it vrill be necessary to
accurately outline the reservation on the county map and then have Bio•
metrics Unit redraw the strata surrounding it and to subtrace the area
of the reservation from the acreage total for the county."
Counties Completely Surve.yed
v1here a county is completely surveyed and

mea:1ur~d

and there are

no significant changes in land use from the time it was mapped, the
entire county data will be used as a basis for the inventory and no new
mapping or measuring will be done.

H~rever,

sampling units will be

dra'm in all counties '·rhether completely ma.pped or not.

Thus it will be

possible to check not only changes in land use that take place from the
time of mapping until the presen-c time, but also changes which might
occur, say in five years'time.

It is planned to record land use'changes

by mapping unit and not just as a total for each sample plot.

In this

way it will be possible to investigate changes in land use by land capa•
bility units, or any other grouping of soils that might be desired.
\Vhere a county is partially

~urvey,ed

in blocks and the mapping

has been measured, the unsurveyed swnples will be mapped and measured.
The previously measured

a~ea

will be outlined on a county map and sub-

mitted with the data for this area to the Biometrics Unit, together with
the data from the new

n~ppiDg

for expansion to the county acreage.
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1\erial Photos
For several states, the county maps with srunple units delineated
on them vrere returned to the state, one copy of each map being retained
by the Biometrics Unit.

A file folder was set up for each county, in

vrhich the sampling record was put.
For other states, the Biometrics Unit transferred the sample units
to aerial photo field sheets.

Thus, as each county vras sampled, the

Biometrics Unit requested the aerial photo maps needed, transferred the
plots to the face of the maps, outlining the A samples in red and the B
samples in blue, and labeling each plot according to its stratum number
and sample letter.

Plastic templates were used to fix the size of the

plots at 100 acres, according to the scale of the aerial photos.
'l'he aerial photos, together

~·ri th

the county map shovTing the sample

units, vrere then returned to the Soil Conservation Service.

One copy

of each map vras kept by Biometrics Unit, except Massachusetts.
State Notes
Connecticut:

Sample dravm by land resource areas vrithin counties for

eight Connecticut counties.
out of each 49.

For 1 11

-

Sampling rate for A and B samples: one unit

1 mi., 2%.

County mapn returned to state vrith

sample units designated.
Delavrare:

Sample draun by land resource areas within counties for three

Dela1vare counties.
each 49, 2%.
Maine:

Sampling rate for A and B samples: one unit out of

County maps returned with sample units designated.

Sample drawn by land resource areas vli thin counties.

Maps (from

High~·Tay Atlas) at scale of 1 11 :2 mi.; sampling rate for A and B samples:

-11one lOO•acre unit out of each 49, 2% for ~art of state.
resource areas Bja and B3b, reduced A and B samples of

For land

.8%

were drawn

from strata composed of 125 units of approximately 4oo acres.

This

was done because of inacessibility of land areas, lack of photographic
coverage in this area, and the fact that land in this area is designated
to remain woodland for period of inventory.
The pages of the Atlas were returned to the state office after
sampling.
Ivlaryland:

Sample drawn by land resource a1·eas within counties for

Maryland counties, on maps with scale 1 11 :1 mi.
and B samples: one unit out of each

~·9,

2%.

Sampling rate for A

County maps returned to

state \vith sample units denignated.
Massachusetts:

Parts of two counties, Middlesex and Worcester, were

sampled for the SuAsCo Hatershed Study.
47~

sample.

This was in the form of one

A straight grid was used for the whole area, div:i.ding the

highway map (1":2 mi.) into strata of·7x7 160 acre units (1/4 inch
squares).

Two units were drawn, using random numbers, from each stratum.

The sample units were transferred to the aerial photos in the Biometrics
Unit office.

Those to the -vres t of the major land resource boundary

were outlined in orange on the photos,; those to the east, in yellow.
This area was not included in the subsequent sample for conservation needs.

The needs sample was drawn by land resource areas within

counties, on maps with scale 1 11 :2 mi.

It was in the form of two 2'/o

samples, drawn from strata of 49 blocks.

Only one set of maps was

received by Biometrics Unit and this set was returned to Massachusetts

.•

-12with sample units designated on it.
NeJ! Hampshire:

Sample dra'llm by land resource areas within counties.

Naps 1 11 : 1 mi.

Regular 2op A and B samples dralm except for lanP. re- ·

source area B)a, for which l/2cfo samples ''~ere drawn.

Sample units were

plotted on photos; photos and maps returned to state.
Sample drawn by land resource areas, 'lltithout reeard to

~ ~:c:;,rsey:

county lines.

Sampling rates within land resource areas determined

according to size of land resource areas and inten:.:;j.ty o:r agriculture.
For area having low agricultural development, as specified by the
State Soil Scientist, there was a lowered sampling rate.

The rate was

varied by varying the stratum.size 1 selecting A and .B sample units in
each stratum.

Map scale 1:62,500.

The tidal marsh and urban areas within sample counties, as well
•j_..•i

as tlu-ee counties almost l'l'holly taken. over :by urbanization, were exeluded from the sample.
Maps returned to state.
,·

~ ~:

One of the first states sampled.

Some of the counties vrere

sampled on a straight grid, 2% A and B samples, with no attention paid
to land resource areas.

Because no water areas falling entirely within

a county were excluded at first, some had sample plots in lakes.

Later

samples were dralm according to land resource areas within counties,
25~

A and B samples.

1"-1 mi.

For most counties, Biometrics
graphs.

U~it

plotted samples on aerial photo-

Maps and photograph$ were returned to New York officials.

-13Pennsylvania:

Sample vras drawn with stratification by land resource

areas for 21 counties and 4 parts of counties in the ridge and valley
section.

These four counties had slightly different sized atrata in

the parts sampled differently.

Forty-one other counties have been

sampled on a straight grid ui thout regard to land resource areas.
Sampling rate: 2% A and B samples, 1":1 mi.
For some counties samples Here plotted on field sheets or contact
prints.
Rhode Island:
2~~

Sarnple dra•m by land resource areas vTithin countie:>.

A and B samples.

Vermont:

1":1 mi.

Maps returned.

Sample dra1m by land resource areas \·Tithin counties.

and B samples, except for B3a, which had
at scale 1:62,500.

2% A

1/2$ A and B samples. Ivlaps

Sample units plotted on photos by Biometrics Unit.

Photos and map returned.
Virginia:

Sample drawn by land resource areas vTi thin counties.

and B samples.

IY!aps at scale 1": 1 mi.

2~j A

Sample units plotted on photos

for some counties.
~

Virginia:

counties.

Sample drawn by land resource areas within Jpecified

2% A and B samples.

sample units designated.

Maps scale 1": 1 mi.

I.viaps returned with

Appendix
Suppose Vp is a measure of variation in the amount of soil of a
separation found on each of the 100-acre sampling units in

~articular

a county or land resource area of size p (i.e. the land area under
consideration contains p 100·-acre sampling units).

Further suppose

that for this amount of variation it is decided that estimates of
sufficient relative precision can be derived if a sampling rate of
rp is used.
(np

= r p •p).

Let np be the sample size derived from

th~.s

rate.

Then a measure of the relative precision with which the

soil separation can be estimated by a sample of size np is

=

Rel. prec.

v = _!.._

vThere
X·.

~

~

= the

~ (x -xp )2

np-1 i=l . i

,

amount of the particular soil separation found on the i th

100-acre unit of the land area under consideration

xP = the

average amount of the particular soil separation found on lOo-

acre units in the land area of size P• ·
Now if a land area is less than p units in size (say k < p) and if
the sampling rate, r, is used, the relative variance associated with
the estimate of the same soil separation will then be

}'

-151
v1~ =
~-1

and xk = the average amount of the particular soil separation found on
100-acre limits in a land area of size k.
Note that if k < p then nk < np if rk = rp$
Now if it is desirable to estimate this particular soil separa•
tion with the same relative precision in both land ar8as it is necessary
that
(k-~)

-2

ke~

or that

~=

vk

-=

xk

(p-np) v
....£
p•np
p

x2

1

(p•np) v
...J2
-+
p•np vk
k
~

~2

. --·"'"k
-2

xp

If we assume that the average amount of the soil separation does
not change as the size of the land area changes we get

or

rk

=.

1

, (p-n ) v
k
...E • p
1 +
p
np
vk

...-16If the decrease in variance were proportional to the decrease in
1

land area, ice.. ~

vk
=v;

then rk

= rp

and the same sampling rate could

be used for a land area no matter what the size.

It is strongly sus-

pected hovrever (and has been observed empirically for other characteris ...
tics) that the decrease in variance is somewhat less than proportional
to the decrease in size of land area.

If it is possible to establish

empirically a relation between Vk and Vp in terms of size of the land
areas p and k, i~e. V1/Vp = f(p,k) then it is possible; to determine
that sampling rate rk which will give the same precision for a land area
of size k as would the rate rp for a land area of size p.
It should be noted that an implicit assumption in the foregoing
argument is that the soil separation under consideration has the same
form of distribution throughout both land areas v.rith different scale
parameters (variances in this case) and the same location parameters
(means in this case).
Unfortw1ately, in order to empirically determinG the form of
the function f(p,k) information is needed on the ratio Vk/v, for
several values of k.

This information is not available,

The pilot

study carried out by the Biometrics Unit involved three counties of
very nearly the same land area so that the results were of little use
in establishing a relationship bet.ween Vp and Vk.
It was hypothesized, however, that the relationship between VP and
Vk could be approximated by f(p 1 k)

= (k/p) 1 / 2 •

Although there was no

vray of checking the correctness of this hypothesis 1 this particular
function gave "reasonable 11 results in that it damped the reduction in

variance by an intermediate amount when the size of the sample was
Tha-I; a function of the type (k/p)b may be appropriate

multiplied.

is also suggested by the empirical relationship between size of cluster
and the va"':'iance within clust..er3 \-Then the cluster size is assumed to
be that of a

county~

This relationship as developed by Jessen{!

states that the variance Vk bet"Vreen units vTithin a cluster of size k
is a monotone increasing function of' the cluster size given by

b')O
Thus, if vTe could assume this relationship will hold :for very large
cluster sizes we get

b>O

\vhere we choose b =

1/2 as an arbitrary value.

In the fcllovring table we will asoume that the precision given
by a

4''/o

se..mple in a county of

precisiono

4,ooo,ooo

Thus, we choose p
acres to

Jessen, R. J.

5,000

4oo,ooo

acres wj_ll give adequate average

= 4oo,ooo

and let k range in value from

acres.

(1942) Statistical Investigation of a Sample
Survey for Obtaining Farm Facts,

Im-ra

Agricultural Experit1ent Station, Research
Bulletin
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Relationship Between Size of Land Area. u.nd Sampling Rate
Land n.reg, tacr3s
'
'1

------

4Juoo~coo

3} 000 )' 000

2)000.000
1:nOO::C::::0
950,000
900,000
850~000

800:000
750,000
700,000
6501000
6oo,ooo
550,000
500,000
450,000
4oo,ooo
350:000
.300:0')0
250, 0·')0
200,000
150,000
100,000
75,000
50}000
25~000

15:000
10,000
5,000

ki
p

(~\l/2
p ,

Sarrr:?1L1g rate (1u)

·-·-- - ..... ----..-

. .;:~-~-~

39162
2.T59
2,236
L581
1.541
1o500
L458
1,414

13300
lr):-98
1.,829
2.,564
2 .. 6,33
2.,703
2.778
2 .. 86,3

1.369
1.323
1,275
1.225
1.173
lc118
L061
1o000

.866

2 .. 953
,3.053
,3.167
3.289
3.430
3.59.3
,3.779
4aOOO
4.?66
4$591

o?91

),Oo4

.'(07

.612

5'":;65
6.;n4

.500

7~692

~1875

.1~.3.3

e125

·.353
.250
.194
.158
.112

8,778
10.557
11J..286

10-0
7oJ
5:0 .
2o)

2,3'75.
2.25
2 .. 125
2 .. 0
1.875
1,, 75
1~625

1.50

lc375
L25
1~125

1.000
0.875
0.750
o. 625
.500
.,375
.250

.0625
.0375
.0250
.0125

·935

17.680
20.868
27.115

